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AS cHinA’S economy BoomS,  PHoTogRAPHeRS move To SHAngHAi – cHinA’S commeRciAL And fASHion cAPiTAL. 

location scout: SHooTing in SHAngHAi

china’s economic boom and Shanghai’s rapid 
and futuristic development has created a lot 

of interest and has put Shanghai firmly on the 
map as a location for fashion shoots. magazines 
from Madame Figaro to Look Magazine as 
well as the dior advert (left), shot by Steven 
Klein, have all used Shanghai as a location. 

despite the decades under communist rule, 
Shanghai has a colourful history: during the late 
1800s and early 1900s, the city was a trading hub 
and the most prosperous city in the far east. it was 
an international metropolis, hailed as the Paris of 
the east as well as the Whore of the orient and 
its architecture pays tribute to it’s vibrant past. 
There are the colonial buildings on the Bund as 
well as the many extraordinary Art deco buildings 
stemming from the building boom in the 20s and 
30s. There’s the popular former french concession 
with mixed chinese-european styles, and the old 
city with its narrow streets, which are full of life 
and an antidote to the city’s ultramodern image.

Shanghai’s futuristic skyline of Pudong has 
become iconic for china’s ambition and makes 

NEED TO KNOW
Location Scout

• Dealing with red tape and 
bureaucracy can be next 
to impossible if you are a 
foreigner. A local agency 
will be able to help.

• Shanghai weather is very 
humid with a mild spring, a hot 
rainy summer, especially in 
July and August, a cool autumn 
and a cold winter, which can 
be grey. The coldest time is 
between January and early 
February. March to May is 
best for travel and shoots.

• Often the whole country 
travels on the bank holidays 
and the week-long holiday 
in May, so keep this in mind 
when planning your shoot, as 
it can get very congested.

Nikon China office and  
Nikon Professional Services:
Nikon Square 
Room.102B, Tian An Cener, 
No. 338, West Nan Jing 
Road, Shanghai 200003
Phone: +86-(0)21-6327-8001

Contacts 
Photography production agency:  
www.5thavenueproduction.com
editorial photographer: 
www.danielemattioli.com 
model agency: 
www.stylemgt.com.hk 

‘shanghai’s futuristic skyline of skyscrapers of 

pudong has become iconic for china’s ambition’

lOCaTiON

 • The Bund, especially in the very early 
morning at sunrise. 

 • Lu Jia Zui area in Pudong, with 
skyscrapers in the background.

 • yu garden, old Shanghai 
architecture with great shopping 
and traditional Shanghai foods.

 • east nanjing road (right) is always bustling 
with people and has great neon lights.

 • The french concession with its 
traditional nongtang, which are narrow 
lanes with traditional houses.

SharON GaO’S  
TOP CENTral  
lOCaTiONS:

a fantastic backdrop for shoots. With 20m 
inhabitants, Shanghai is china’s most populous city 
and the country’s financial and commercial centre. 

But Shanghai is not just an interesting 
location: hungry for Western-style fashion 
and photography, the city has attracted many 
photographers, who have decided to move 
here to profit from this vast, new market. 

Heather mcneill, director of Photography at 
corbis says, ‘Although still logistically difficult to 
navigate, china is becoming the newest area for 
photographers to explore as they look to capitalise 
on the anticipated growth in this market.’

Sharon gao, a producer from the local 5th 
Avenue Production agency says, ‘in Shanghai 
there are more than 30 fashion magazines, around 
10,000 ad agencies, and 20 model agencies, 
besides all the fashion brand companies that shoot 
season, or yearly catalogues. This means there are 
many great opportunities for photographers here. 
However, as photographers have come from all 
over the world, the market has matured and the 
international competition for jobs has increased.’ 

Sharon has worked with UPS, getty images, 
and Sony on productions and likes Shanghai for 
its diversity. ‘The lights in Shanghai at night are 
great’ she says. ‘in the downtown area there 
are buildings and bridges that look very artistic, 
which gives you the distinct feeling of a city in 
another world, or stepping into the future.’ 

daniele mattioli, an italian photographer 
had worked in Shanghai since 2000 and 
finally moved here in 2005. ‘There were many 
opportunities some years ago, as there was 
a big gap between chinese and Western 
photography.’ he says. ‘The editorial world 
was also very interested in china and how it 
was moving towards the future. now chinese 
photographers are getting closer to Western 
photographic style, but there are still many work 

opportunities for Western photographers. 
‘you’ll never be bored in Shanghai because it’s 

packed with shooting opportunities. commercial 
clients often want to have a glimpse of the city’s 
skyline, which in many ways represents the 
idea of the modern china, but there are many 
locations, old and new perfect for shooting. 
Sometimes it can be hard to get a permission 
to shoot inside, but in general there’s always a 
way. Although it can be easy to find the work 
here, you still need good contacts as working 
here legally can be difficult. Society in general 
doesn’t trust the media, as it represents the 
authorities and paradoxically there are also many 
government restrictions. That considered, i’ve 
never had any problems working here, just don’t 
expect it to be the same culturally as europe.’

far left: steven klein’s shot 
for the dior campaign with 
marion cotillard.
top left: bikes in the former 
french concession.
top: the bund 

below: yu garden in the 
old city of shanghai and a 
model of classical chinese 
architecture.

lOCaTiON


